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What an extraordinary year it’s been! The
weather has gone from very cold to very hot to
mild, the rain bucketed down in spring & autumn
and we parboiled during the summer!! Our pond
shrunk to half it’s depth but thankfully is now
restored to a healthy level!
Covid jabs have become a regular occurrence,
as have Prime Ministers, Chancellors and Home
Secretaries!
We lost the only Queen most of us have ever
known and a King is to be crowned.
Unfortunately, I have major issues with this as
the words ‘King Charles’ just conjures up
powdered wigs in my head !! Oh dear!!

Keith has been busy creating sculptures, lino
cut prints as well as sketching around
Winchester, Prague and Liverpool. I expect
many of you have seen his work on Facebook!!
Once again the year’s Christmas card is one of
his paintings. He also exhibited some of his
work during the Hampshire Open Studios week.

I too have been indulging in the crafts first with a
stained glass piece and then a willow basket
both of which I thoroughly enjoyed making!
Perhaps one day Keith and I will hone in on
something we can both do together!!

We spent a day at Colebourne Park with friends
marvelling at the wonderful display of
snowdrops and other winter plants!! Well worth
a visit!!

With Auntie Julie joining the rest of the family at
Easter, we had many Easter Eggs Hunts with
Alfred initially puzzled as the sound Eg had
been Meg up until that point but once he had
grasped that the plastic eggs he found produced
chocolate buttons for his consumption, then
there was little to stop him!! He even managed
to conquer the problem of eating the chocolate
that was in his Mum’s hand whilst holding a
basket in one hand and foil in the other. Head
straight into the trough no problemo!! Lots of
hilarity!!
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On Maundy Thursday, Keith travelled from
Reading to Falmouth by train to go sailing on
Pellew with Luke Powell

I picked Keith up from Falmouth on Easter
Monday and we started exploring some of the
areas nearby and had aimed to research at the
National Maritime Museum in Falmouth as Keith
had discovered that one of his fourth, fifth and
six GGFathers were Falmouth pilots. James
Lowry 1801-1867, Bennett Lowry 1775-1852,
Bennett being one of the first appointed by
Trinity House his father, another James, also
being a pilot but before Trinity House appointed
them officially.

Unfortunately by the end of Weds he had
developed a cough & a temperature and by
Thursday I wasn’t feeling great so we cut short
our holiday and I drove back home on the
Friday. Tests taken once we had returned home
showed we both had Covid.
This meant postponing the Paris trip the girls
had sorted for me as a present … and now in
December, Kate has finally received the refund!!

It also meant we were unable to meet up with
Kristen and her Mum Peg before Peg was due
back to the States and Kristen and her family
going back soon afterwards after their
sabbatical.

In May, Meg started work as a Pets as Therapy
Dog. We try go in fortnightly to a local care
home in Winchester and Meg gets plenty of
strokes from the residents and staff alike!! It has
been very rewarding – many of the residents
have had to give up pets and to have something
alive to stroke and who expresses so much in
her eyes has melted some of the hardest
hearts.

We’ve also received grateful thanks from many
of the visiting families who have also enjoyed
Meg’s companionship as Meg has visited their
parent and the delight on their faces is all
apparent! Meg even achieved speech from a
resident who had never spoken since her arrival
in the home some months previously but was
desperate to talk to the dog! I am now making
enquiries about a position in a special school on
the outskirts of Winchester to see if we can help
the children there.

June produced the surprise of the year! With a
couple of days notice, Keith & I were off to see
Queen at the O2. Keith had booked the tickets
an age previously and we had both had
forgotten! Neither of us had the date in any
calendar so without the reminder, we would
have missed out on an excellent evening … and
known no better!!
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We went up to Liverpool in July as Keith wanted
to attend his 2nd graduation ceremony this time
for his Masters in Astrophysics.

We were not only able to revisited Liverpool and
sightsee further to include the ferry cross the
Mersey but made time to catch up with relatives
in Ormskirk and Preston. With a B&B in
Southport, that stretched out our knowledge of
that area too!

2022 has been another clock-over year in the
family. At the end of February, Keith’s Mum
would have turned 90. In May Keith turned 70
and we bought him a cookery course on
BBQing. This has meant that we have had to
eat steak and chicken a few times since he’s
learnt to BBQ them all properly!! Such a pity!! In
August, Mum would have turned 100 so we
celebrated with a piano cake that the girls
created. In September, Keith’s sister Judith was
60, Eoin, Ruth’s son was 10 and Kate turned 30
in November!! Phew!!

In late July, we stayed with our friends & hockey
comrades-in-arms in Lingfield and were also
able to catch up with friends who moved from
Itchen Abbas to Hever and with the remaining
pre/post natal group from Sevenoaks for a good
old chat!

This was the prelude of trialling a Sloan get
together in the summer as Boxing Day is
proving difficult for the generations below to
manage. We met up at a vineyard near Otford
and with pizzas as the menu, all the kids big
and small tucked in!! Replete, we adjourned to

the recreation ground in Otford where with
plenty of space but sadly little shade, the Kubb
came out with some lengthy battles, tennis
racquets were found as we discovered one
court was available for public use, a cricket
match kept others happy and a kids playground
is always handy!!
Family chitchat ensued and people got to meet
the newest family members. It was a lovely day
and we hope it will be repeated.

A few days later I was off to Paris with Kate &
Hannah. I had produced a list of sights I wished
to see – all the classics like the Eiffel Tower, the
Champs Elysees & Arc de Triomphe, boat trip
on the Seine, Notre Dame (well what is left
behind the hoardings!) and the curved ball of
The Palace of Versailles! Well in our 3 days we
walked about 24 miles, slept well from
exhaustion and cracked my list and some!!
Hannah also found a delightful little eatery
called Gosier (27 Rue Rodier 75009 Paris if
you’re out that way) and had a crackingly
different meal there (French cuisine tapas style)
and one of the best chocolate desserts I will
ever have the pleasure to taste!

Over the August Bank holiday period there were
a couple of dramatic tennis matches hard fought
between Kate & Tom and Hannah & Ben. Being
on Granny duty, I was able to watch some of the
games enjoying the different styles of play from
2 tennis players, a cricketer and an ultimate
frisbee man! The Tom master classes on playing
tennis cricket style to produce spins to die for
and Ben with strokes like a tennis pro but
completely out of his depth with little knowledge
of how the game of doubles is actually played!!
K&T may have won both games but the second
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went to a close fought tiebreak! Looking forward
to the next when a certain grandson could
possibly be introduced to being a ball boy given
his throwing abilities!!

In September, Keith travelled to Prague for an
Astrophysics conference and also found some
time for sketching

Our friends Gill & Bob finally managed to visit us
almost exactly year after they had been due. It
was lovely to see her sparkling again after all
the cancer treatments she had been through.
Bob inevitably made himself useful cutting back
the reeds in the pond, skilfully manoeuvring
himself around in the boat!!

Keith & I went to see ‘A conversation with Sue
Barker’ at Winchester to publicise her book. A
very pleasant evening with her reminiscing over
old times, tennis rivalries and the final
breakdown with the BBC.
In October, we finally managed to meet Ben’s
parents and Hannah & Ben hosted a lovely
meal. The meeting had been destined for a BBQ
in June but unfortunately covid & other family
circumstances had made it impossible.

Our inability to raise 6 villagers to play boules
against the other villages reeked havoc as our
team had to withdraw from the local matches.
We may have 18 regular players but the rules
are such that almost half are ineligible to play
having downsized to live in the nearby town of
Alresford to be nearer amenities. Unless there is
a change of heart, we could just be playing
friendlies next year but that would be great.
Perhaps tournaments are not essential as we all
get older!! However, we did all enjoy an end of
season meal where every player and many of
the other halves attended!

Alfred was 2 in October and at his party at his
home, we met up once more with Tom’s
parents, Jenny & Martin and Tom’s brother, Ben!

Hannah & Ben signed up to become foster
parents for the The Dog’s Trust. In November,
they were given an aptly named chow chow to
foster who had several health issues!! He was
still recovering from surgery to remove skin over
his eyes, partial blindness & deafness, dodgy
hips & a sensitive stomach! He had also had to
have his fur clipped off as it was so matted!
Poor lad!!
We met him at Hannah’s birthday meal at a
Reading Italian restaurant. It took a while for

Chow to settle and for H & B to get used to
miniscule 15 min max walks, but he was
beginning to show signs of affection and a bit of
play before he left them so they did well. Chow
was with them for about 3 weeks before being
homed with a Reading family who already had a
chow chow.

T
The day Chow left them, we took Meg to
Windsor racecourse to meet up with Hannah &
Ben so they could compete in the Muddy Dog
challenge! As I predicted, Meg came through
very clean and scarcely wet which is more than
I can say for the other 2!! She had point blank
refused to go into paddling pools of water and
has always skirted around mud! I was told that
she earnt her stripes by helping Hannah to run
the 5k course and performed agility tasks like a
pro!! I think they all slept well that night!

I joined Julie and her friend Menai at the flat at
Glenbrook (part of the Girl Guiding outdoor
activity centre in the Hope Valley in Derbyshire)
so we could go along to the Christmas Market at
Chatsworth on one day and then visit the
decorated house and illuminated gardens the
next! The House and Gardens were spectacular
and it was refreshing to go to a different
Christmas market !!
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Worryingly, Keith had some incidents of dizziness
(vertigo) during September & October. Perhaps the
stress of all the factors of October brought them on.
He also has a skin cancer (B.C.C) on his face which
allegedly will be removed in March!

And so to this Christmas. Well Julie has opted to stay
home so we will do a family Zoom session on
Christmas Day for present opening. It’ll be the first
time ever there will be just 3 of us for Christmas. It
will be a very strange day but I’d rather that than
memories of family members getting COVID 19 and
Christmas being blighted forever! And given Kent
being plunged into Tier 3, I expect there will be many
others with similar thoughts.

Sadly, it is VERY unlikely that the annual Sloan
Boxing Day get together will happen so perhaps a
series of Zoom sessions will be sanctioned!! Not the
same but to catch up on all the family news is the
important thing and something has to be better than
nothing!

So after the most peculiar year of 2020, the Sloan’s
of Hampshire would like to wish you and your family
a very Merry Christmas wherever you may be and a
very Happy New Year. Here’s hoping that some form
of normality will soon start returning to our lives.

Love
Jenny Keith Hannah & Meg
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This Christmas, the family will all be here, which
will be lovely. Then on Boxing Day, Keith and I
will be off early to Suffolk for the Sloan sibling
meet up for lunch, a good natter & catch up! We
will spend the night there before returning
home.

Well I think that brings the news up to the
present day towards the beginning of
December.

We hope you have a wonderful festive season
and a peaceful New Year.

Love from
Jenny & Keith

& of course Meg!!
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